
Digital Signage Solutions
for Manufacturing
Discover where, why and how to use
Digital Signage in Manufacturing

The manufacturing sector accounts for nearly 2.5M jobs in the UK, and Digital Signage plays an important role within these 
environments, from communicating with visitors on their arrivals to engaging with colleagues who are not always desk bound.
In addition to all the communication benefits, digital signage provides to the sector, it also aides in improving an organisations 

sustainability impact by reducing the carbon footprint provided by printing less.

Why use Digital Signage in Manufacturing?

Welcome Visitors

Increased Productivity

Engaged Staff

Improved Workplace Safety

Enhanced Corporate Communications

Manage & Control Content Remotely
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Noticeboards

Traditional notice boards, with paper based posters,
signage and warnings, are usually overcrowded. Digital Signage 
allows organisations to provide a variety of communications
to colleagues that engages their interest and therefore improves 
re-call and impact. This varies, from health & safety messages,
to company brand values and display real time key
performance indicators.

Reception Screens

In any organisation, the reception desk is often the first point
of contact, meaning it is the ideal place to make a lasting first 
impression. Welcome your visitors with reception signage by easily 
scheduling a personalised message for the time you know they are 
arriving and also showcase your company’s work, achievements
and company values. This lets them know their visit is appreciated 
and welcome.
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Colleague Communications

Communicating with colleagues, re-enforce culture and value 
messages, support communications to your colleagues and 
highlight key information of the week such as important upcoming 
meetings and even colleague birthdays.

Using digital signage as a communication channel ensures
key messages are relayed to colleagues that engages and
focuses attention.

Digital signage gives employers the opportunity to share important information with their workers, colleagues and visitors, 
quickly and regularly to help improve efficiencies and engagement.

Don’t just take our word for it

Nine out of ten manufacturers 
use digital signage solutions

to reinforce employee training 
and increase productivity

Digital signage improves 
workplace engagement by 22%, 

leading to 41% fewer
quality defects

Health and safety 
communications through 

channels like digital signage 
result in reductions of 20%

or greater in their injury
and illness rates.

22% 20%9/10

Why buy from Scan?

Scan are passionate about Digital Signage, and this truly shows in the exceptional range of solutions we have tailored to offer.
Scan offer full end-to-end support, from Consultation, to Set Up and Maintenance services, we are here to help you every step

of the way.

Support All
Year Round

Experienced
Technical Expertise

Full Deployment
& Delivery

Installation &
Configuration

Team
Training


